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  假設 (M,d) ,(N,d’) 分別為 Alexandrov空間，
其中M 代表實數軸R， d與d’ 分別為M與N空間
上的距離函數。假設函數 f 為定義在實數軸的凸
函數，令距離函數 e代表由 d, d’與 f 所誘導的
距離函數。
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The purpose of this project is to investigate 
the following problems :
  Suppose that (M,d) and (N,d’) are 
Alexandrov spaces, where M is real line R, d 
and d’ are distance function on M and N 
respenctively. Let function f be a convex 
function define on real line. Let distance 
function e be induced from d, d’ and f. It is 
easy to define the meaning of induced metric 
from 
that of Riemannian manifolds. The precise 
definition of induced 
distance function will be investigated.
  The natural question one may ask is that if 
both (M.d) and (N,d’) are nonpositive 
Alexandrov spaces. Is their product space 
with distance function e still a nonpositive 
Alexandrov space ?
  A similar problem raised by Professor 
Reshetnyak is that suppose that tKtf cos)( = is 






I pp-= . 
Suppose that (N,d’) is Alexandrov space with 
curvature bounded above by K. Is their product space 
(I with N) still a space of curvature bounded from 
above?
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 First we review some     definitions 
and notations relevant to this paper, for 
detail we refer to [1,4]. A curve is a 
continuous map from an interval to a metric 
space. A curve in a metric space is called a 
geodesic if its length is equal to the distance 
between its edns. A metric space is called 
geodesic if for any two points in metric space, 
there is a geodesic between them. A space with  
curvature bounded from above by K is by 
definition for each point in space there is a 
neighborhood such that for each triangle in 
this neighborhood, there is a comparison 
triangle in space form with constant curvature 
K and satisfies K-concavity property, namely 
let D, E be points on sides AB and Ac of the 
triangle T=ABCD  on space with curvature 
bounded from above by K and D¢ and E¢the
corresponding points on the sides of the 
comparison triangle CBAT ¢¢¢D=¢  on space 
form with constant curvature K, then 
EDDE ¢¢£ .
The main theorem in this paper is the 
following:
Main Theorem. Let M  be a real line and 
),( NdN  has nonpositive curvature and 
+® RMf : is convex, then ),( dNM ´  has 
nonpositive curvature.
 This means that the Alexandrov space is 
preserved by the operation. In order to prove 
the main theorem we need the following lemmas:
Lemma 1. If ),( das =  is a geodesic in 
),( dNM ´ , then d  is a geodesic in N.
  This lemma relate the geodesic in the 
construted space to that of second component 
space. Note that the result is false for the 
first component space.
Lemma 2. If NN ®:f  is an isometric map 
and ),( sr=g  is a curve in ),( dNM ´ , Then 
))(,()( srll fg = .
  This lemma claims that the length of 
constructed space is preserved by the 
isometric map in the second component space. 
Note that the result remains true for the first 
component space.
Lemma 3. Let ),( NdN  have nonpositive 
curvature and let +® RRf :  be continuous. 
Then for any small triangle in the constructed 
space, there is a comparison triangle in model 
space ),( 2 dRR ´  which satifies convex 
property.
 This Lemma is a key step to prove the Main 
Theorem which essential say that there are many 
compar son angle in model space and make the 
comparison possible. 
  
The idea of proof of the main theorem goes as 
follows: first we compare ),( 'dNM ´  to the 
model space ),( 2 dRM ´  and this is possible 
by Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. Next we show 
that ),( 2 dRM ´  is a Alexandrov space with 
curvature bounded from above. Finally we 
verify that ),( 'dNM ´  is a Alexandrov 
space with curvature bounded from above. For 
convex function is not smooth, we use limited 
process along with the result of limted 
Alexandrov space is a Alexandrov space with 
proper assumption. Using the same method in the 
Main Theorem, it can show that the problem 
proposed by Professor Reshetnyak is true. 
四、計畫成果自評
In this paper we proved a beautiful 
theorem conjectured by Professor R. L. Bishop. 
The resu t of th  in theorem can be seen as 
the extension of the result in riemannian 
manifold.The beauty of this theorem is that the 
notation of Alexandrov space, convex function 
are related by this Main Theorem and method 
used here is pure geometric. Furthermore this 
theorem may be applicable to general 
relativity [5,10]. Our method can be used in 
the Alexandrov spaces with lower bound, for 
4this kind of space please refer to [6]. We 
achieve the goal of this project and from this 
point of view this project is successful.
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